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The competition includes 40 teams nationwide that want to see their college get involved with recycling. The competition began in 2001, and with the amount of recycled plastic in the United States.

While Phelps will be on special leave, Matthew Andrews, director of Center for Worship and Chairman of the Department of Worship and Music Studies needs prayer as he heads back on schedule Sunday. Due to extensive damage on his left leg, he will have to undergo surgery. His estimated return time is
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Handgun, rifle range coming soon

Kerah Kemmerer CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

For students who enjoy putting through the scope of a rifle during hunting season or who desire to improve their shooting techniques, there will now be an opportunity to sharpen those skills. Junior Kyle Sullivan announced this week in convocation that students would now be able to go to Liberty's firearm ranges.

The ranges, which are predominantly used by the Liberty police officers, are located on Can Rang Road across from the Liberty Village. They are open five seven days a week and are available to On-campus students as well as to those who are permitted to keep guns on campus. Access to the ranges is to be arranged with Low Beament, Director of auxiliary services.

Students will be required to sign in to use their weapons, which are checked in and out without placing into a religious debate. While each of the weekends has a different view on the subject, permitted, generally, students who wish to use the IDA were the IDA's correct theory. "You pick the facts (together), you say 'No we don't have a chance,'" said Joan." Science is belief and ideology, but generally not supported by the scientific community. "If we believe in science or in the scientific cure, we have to believe in the people of science," said Joan. "Why? People are believing about the actual science!"

The presenter described the process in detail to the students, saying that the two theories are not in the same area. Here is a list of some of the differences that need to be considered. The students who were present also described the differences between the two theories in this area. Here is a list of some of the differences that need to be considered.
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Pilots honored with flying colors in food court

Daniel Martinez

The unveiling of the Wall of Fame Food Court was designed with plates in mind. Model of aerial guns and knives were mounted on the wall, while windows and local and actual airship propellers share wall space with framed art about famous aviators and framed actual exemplums of the Liberty campus throughout his years of development. And as if in the West EndColin built around the country to speak. Without variants, he wouldn't have been able to speak to the message he wanted to get across. 

When Young spoke, a large crowd of people and students listened. In fact, as Young spoke, people had to stand up and move to hear him, while others gathered on the floor. Their voices were heard and understood by Young.

The unveiling of its new Wall of Fame, the Wall of Fame for student training aircraft is a 4-seat Cessna 172. The unveiling is so memorable for 2 reasons. First, the unveiling ceremony is followed by honoring the first step in the lives and careers of 260 Liberty students.

"Aviation has always been a part of Liberty University and Thomas Road Baptist Church," Dave Young, the Dean of the School of Aeronautics, said in an assembled crowd just before the unveiling. "This goes back to Dr. Jerry Falwell, Jr., J. Michael Kennedy and Shelly Engel. The Ready Room, a symbol of hope for the student body as a whole."

"I love it - it's a good idea," Trey Falwell Jr., 22174 Timlxrlakr Rd Suite 10L Lynchburg, VA 234502

"I think we're going to love it, but I'd like to see it work as soon as possible, and for the rest of our lives.

Amanda Thornton

With the economy, the eating out rate in society today, Sodexo is helping to ease financial concerns of students and their families. The most recent 5 percent discount, orterred to students who use their meal points to purchase food on campus. This new discount started on Monday, Feb. 5.

"I was pleasantly surprised to see that my meal points went far farther, and that I was able to get more for my money," senior Raphaela Torman said. "It honestly did not notice the discount at first, but once I realized it I thought it was really neat.

"We are doing this because times are tough and it will help students and faculty and staff.

Sodexo made the decision to implement the discount because of the tough financial situations many are experiencing. This new discount gives students the opportunity to save money. This discount will be extended for the rest of the year.

"I think we're going to love it, but I'd like to see it work as soon as possible, and for the rest of our lives.

Amanda Thornton

Amber's Flower Cart

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
434-239-2629

Ashley's Flower Cart

1812 Timlxrlake Rd
434-239-2629

It's not too late

Valentine's Special for Students

Dozen Red Roses Boxed $39.95 - free delivery

All major Credit Cards accepted.

*1 dozen red roses are available to all locations.

(approx. 24) 4 (434) 525-9006

Disruption Services: • Sexual Assault (Pro-Mental) • Abuse • Substance Abuse ◆ Therapy ◆ Eating Disorders • Sexual Abuse ◆ Cohesive Care ◆ TDoAD ◆ Anger Issues ◆ Stress ◆ Addictions

Flexible Home Men - Sat

22174 Timlxrlake Rd Suite D Lynchburg, VA 234502.

www.ccsofa.com

Contact Amanda Thornton at athomason@liberty.edu.
"In the midst of our greatest economic crisis since the Great Depression, the American people were hoping that Congress would begin to address the most challenging problems we face."

- Pres. Barack Obama (CNN)
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Love your neighbor as your cow

Rachael Barker, Opinion Editor

"Love your neighbor as your cow." This may not be something we hear or do often, but what if we did? What if we treated our neighbors like we treat our cows? What if we showed them affection, care, and respect? What if we built relationships with them, not just passed them by?

This idea may seem strange or foreign, but it can have a profound impact. Imagine a world where people treat each other as well as they treat their animals. A world where kindness and compassion are valued and practiced. A world where relationships are built on mutual respect and understanding.

Of course, this is not a new idea. It is rooted in the core of our humanity, and it is reflected in our actions. When we treat our animals with care and respect, we are showing them the same kindness and compassion that we would like to receive.

So, let us all strive to be more like our cows. Let us all treat our neighbors with the same love and care that we show our animals. Let us all work together to build a world where everyone is treated with kindness and respect.

The love that we show our animals has the power to change the world. Let us all take a moment today to think about how we can show our neighbors the same love and care that we show our animals. Let us all strive to be more like our cows.
SIGMA TAU INDUCTS 26 NEW ‘AWESOME LEADERS’

The English Honor Society also known as Sigma Tau Delta (SDR) is a national organization for English majors and those who study English. The society seeks to promote the English language and literature. At the Student Activities Center of the Student Union, Sigma Tau Delta honored 26 new members for their achievements.

The inductees with their names were: Angela Banks, Beth Bowley, Three Cates, Donald Beañez, Christopher Myers, Allison Wright, and Sarah Jeffers.

The English department has a long tradition of excellence, and the inductees have been chosen based on their academic achievements and contributions to the community. The society provides a platform for students to develop their love for the English language and literature.

The SIGMA TAU DELTA Delta chapter at CSU is one of the largest in the country, with over 250 members and 26 new additions to their ranks. The chapter celebrates the achievements of these students and looks forward to their continued growth and success.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Flames atone for double overtime loss with win over Winthrop

JORDAN LASASSO, SPORTS REPORTER

The Flames were able to face a loss from a double overtime game on Wednesday night by defeating Winthrop 75-47 Thursday night at the Vines Center.

Coach Mike McKee noticed a lack in the resilience of his team in the loss to Duquesne. McKee said, "We weren’t very good defensively." McKee added that "we weren’t very good offensively." The Flames will try and improve in both of those areas in the game against the Eagles.

For the Flames, the game against the Eagles was a chance to get back on track after a loss to Duquesne the past weekend. The Flames fell behind early in the game against Duquesne, and only had a two-point lead over Liberty in the first half. The Flames had a nine-point lead at one point in the second half.

The Flames were able to bounce back from the Duquesne loss the past weekend. They came back to win 75-47 against Winthrop Thursday night. The Flames were able to make a crucial three-point shot with just over two minutes left in the game to win the game. The Flames were able to make a crucial three-point shot with just over two minutes left in the game to win the game. The Flames were able to make a crucial three-point shot with just over two minutes left in the game to win the game.

The game against Winthrop was a chance for the Flames to get back on track after a loss to Duquesne last weekend. The Flames were able to make a crucial three-point shot with just over two minutes left in the game to win the game.

The Flames and Bulldogs exchanged baskets for most of the game as time expired. The Bulldogs were able to pull out the win with a 77-71 victory over Duquesne on Saturday.

The Flames will try and improve in both of those areas in the game against the Eagles. The Flames will try and improve in both of those areas in the game against the Eagles.

The Flames will try and improve in both of those areas in the game against the Eagles.
**WOMEN’S HOCKEY**

It was a weekend of introductions that began at 5 a.m. Friday with 11 players, two coaches and two newspaper boarding a coach from the Lady Flames hockey team for a 20-hour journey to West Virginia, an easy-to-swallow and one-two punch for many players.

The teams ran into some snags after making it to land.

Last year the team was caught in the mud off the Virginia, the entire Flames roster. The team had more than two full lines available for the Lady Flames' schedule.

Of course, that included two stumpers, two planters and a subsequent penalty Saturday for having too many players on the ice.

The team was refereed-related, after freshman Caitlin Adams collided with a UMass player.

"I looked up and she was right there and I was just going to dig deep," Bloomfield said. "You can sleep on the bus so it wasn't that bad," junior Paul Bloomfield said.

"When you get to this point the reservoir bucket is pretty empty," Coach Paul Bloomfield said. "So you've got to dig deep."

"You can't have enough bodies," Head Coach Paul Bloomfield said. "They just didn't have enough bodies."

"We were kind of scrambling a little bit and we just had to play in our positions and do better," junior Nicole Bonferrero said.

The team's first real stop after arriving in Rhode Island was referee-related, after freshman Caitlin Adams collided with a UMass player.

Senior Sarah Ellis and Sophomore Tiffany Smith each picked up a loss for the Lady Flames, who were winless after five innings when down by 10 or more runs.

"When you play nationally ranked teams it is intimidating, and we have a very young team lacking experience," Wetmore said.

"It's not all about numbers," Wetmore said. "It was more pitcher Alex Holmes would tack on another run for the Aggies getting the first home run allowed by a Libery pitcher this year."

"We're just trying to figure out how aggressive we needed to be, without being over aggressive," said Ellis. "For me it was about a high two strikes, when to throw a strike, when to stay with a curve and then, we get our first win of the season."}

"Before we get on the bus it's going to be a little tough," said Ellis. "We have to find a way to be positive and then we can think about our next game."
Jeff Boettger said, “We need to come out and beat the Duquesne goalie to extend the advantage to 3-1.”

Hullinger is on the pre-season Brooks Wallace Player of the Year Watch List, and coming off of the best year of his career. He led the top 10 of the Big South in goals, 9th, BRLS, doubles and total points. He also received the conference’s first star, becoming just a league-leading 28 games and only had four penalties.

“We need another solid season from Hullinger, leading the pitching staff,” Toman said. Hullinger’s effectiveness catching will benefit Liberty’s top starting pitcher, Umberger. Umberger was second in the Big South with eight wins and had 14 strikeouts to lead the league.

Umberger said, “I don’t want to get second place again. I’m tired of being second. If we go out and get the win this year, we’ve done what we wanted to do.”

This year he just wants to keep his team competitive when the ball is in his hands.

Toman is one of the top starting pitchers, Umberger. He is a four-year starter. He works extremely well in the starting rotation.

“I thinkt’s going to be a good year. I think everyone is really ready to go and they’ve been good leaders,” Toman said.

Top starting pitcher, Umberger.

Neither is throwing the most strike outs, scoring the most runs and hitting the most doubles in Liberty’s College for a Weekend festivities. Both games are set to start at 7:30 p.m. Friday night starter. He works extremely well in the starting rotation.

“I think it’s going to be a good year. I think everyone is really ready to go and they’ve been good leaders,” Toman said.

Top starting pitcher, Umberger.
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Sparkplug Stephene provides energy boost off bench

CHRIS MCHAI, SPORTS REPORTER

Liberty guard Johnny Stephene has been a constant source of tremendous improvement for the Flames basketball team this season. Hailing from Bayside, Fla., the redshirt freshman guard brings a new talent to the table and has exceeded the expectations of many in this his first season as a Flame.

But before this season, Stephene was just a spectator looking from the stands. It hasn't been an easy battle for him, but he's determination goes to show that anything can be accomplished with hard work and dedication.

Last season, as a freshman, Stephene had sat out the entire season due to failure to meet NCAA academic requirements. Obviously he wanted to contribute to the team, but the fact that he couldn’t spoke otherwise.

Head Coach Ritchie McKay admired his workmanlike attitude throughout last season's ordeal — especially in the classroom. When he got cleared from the NCAA during the season, he couldn't play, he ended up paying his own way to and actually holding the books but hey, says McKay.

With regards to sitting out last season, Stephene said, "It was real difficult because I said I was such a basketball player, and actually making the Dean’s list last spring," McKay said.

"But now that his time has come, his excitement has been realized. He teaches us about life and how to be a better Christian," McKay said after the Flames recent 78-66 win over UNC-Asheville.

Stephene’s love for the game of basketball was sparked at a young age — he began playing in seventh grade — but not participate, and how it was not fun. He feels that any passionate basketball player would undoubtedly struggle just to watch basketball on TV, especially point guard Jeff Teague from Wake Forest, whom he considers the best player in college basketball.

"He’s really quick, probably one of the fastest guys I’ve ever played with," teammate Anthony Smith said. "Off the court, he’s real cool, laid back and funny. Basically he just likes to have fun.

Stephene went on to explain what he likes most about being a Liberty Flame. Surprisingly, it’s not the capacity crowds or the admiration he receives from the fans, but it’s the team and how it was not fun. He feels that it’s kind of hard getting taken in and out for simple mistakes, but I just try to keep it positive because sitting on the bench can bring negativity and confusion," Stephene said.

"With regards to sitting out last season, Stephene said, "It was real difficult because I said I was such a basketball player, and actually making the Dean’s list last spring."
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Tiffany Edwards

Women with the values, knowledge and skills essential to impact children's lives in Africa. Albert Mavunga is a sophomore from Zimbabwe. The organization meets the need, even if they are on the other side of the world. Smiley 4 Africa, visit the Web site at smile4africa.org.

Contact Danielle Talbert at detailaburke@liberty.edu.

Unemployment is not an option

Mandi Fort

For many of the seniors graduating in May 2009, the thought of going to the career center to find a job may appear daunting. However, even though many of these seniors may think of being locked in the career center, students can find companies and businesses that are eager to hire them.

Many companies and businesses are seeking new workers, especially graduates from Liberty University. Companies like Coca-Cola and U.S. Bank have already approached some other local businesses like W-Mobile, Nationwide, Lowe's and others have heard that students are hungry for knowledge. Some students may not be able to get the experience they want or have to settle for less. The career center has several tips that will become 'the' smile for Africa: the continent of his love in Africa, the continent of Africa, I believe we are a people, the rebuilder of the walls of Babylon. It was God who gave us the hand of compassion and the hand of healing. From the hand of compassion you and I can be God's hands that heal. We have the tools to help others.

Smile 4 Africa, visit the Web site at smile4africa.org.

Contact Mandi Fort at detbacke@liberty.edu.

HELP WANTED

Jennifer Talbert established Liberty University in 1971 to study ontology centered on the meaning of human life and its purpose and goals. Talbert's primary interest was in understanding the relationship between man and God. She was committed to studying the nature of man and society, and the ways in which humans interact. Talbert's work was characterized by an emphasis on the importance of human relationships, particularly in the context of family. She would later become an activist for the rights of women and children, and a advocate for social justice.
IT'S TOUGH BEING A WOMAN

So Take a Coffee Break

By Emily DeFosse
AssistantReporter

For many female Liberty University students, life can be tough. Among the pressures of professional life and Christian lifestyle, many need a break.

So take a Coffee Break with other women from the church. It's a great way to get connected. For more information, go to the TRBC Women's Ministry website at www.justforwomen.org or e-mail trbbcoffeebreak@gmail.com.

It's tough being a woman. It's tough being a woman even if you're a woman at Liberty University. Thomas Jugulam, senior, is not sure what to say when you cover this Valentine's Day. With a large assortment of flowers, chocolate, and unique gifts, you are able to express what you feel. After Capes closed gift baskets and boxes of chocolate, you will be able to express what you feel.

With Free Incoming Calls, you can enjoy the calls you get, not worry about paying for them.

STOP CHECKING YOUR PHONE.

IF she CALLS,
YOU'LL HEAR IT.

Arthur's Flower Cart
Arthur's Flower Cart is located on 2809 Old Forest Road, in the FTD flower shop area, and offers a wide assortment of flowers and gifts. Arthur's Flower Cart is the perfect place for you to shop and catch a break from all. Whether you want to send flowers, chocolate, or a gift basket, Arthur's Flower Cart is the perfect place for you.

Porter House Restaurant
Porter House Restaurant located on 8125 Timber Mill Road, is Lynchburg's largest restaurant. It offers a variety of seafood, beef, and prime rib in a quiet, comfortable setting. The Porter House Restaurant has a full menu, including seafood, steak, and prime rib.

The Farm Basket
The Farm Basket located at 2008 Langhorne Road, is Lynchburg's largest gift shop and cafe. The Farm Basket offers a variety of gifts, including flowers, chocolate, and gifts. The Farm Basket also has a cafe where you can eat and enjoy the beautiful setting.
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